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Abstract
Comparative population genetics in asexual vs. sexual species offers the opportunity to
investigate the impact of asexuality on genome evolution. Here, we analyse coding
sequence polymorphism and divergence patterns in the fascinating Lineus ribbon
worms, a group of marine, carnivorous nemerteans with unusual regeneration abilities,
and in which asexual reproduction by fissiparity is documented. The population genomics of the fissiparous L. pseudolacteus is characterized by an extremely high level of
heterozygosity and unexpectedly elevated pN/pS ratio, in apparent agreement with theoretical expectations under clonal evolution. Analysis of among-species allele sharing
and read-count distribution, however, reveals that L. pseudolacteus is a triploid hybrid
between Atlantic populations of L. sanguineus and L. lacteus. We model and quantify
the relative impact of hybridity, polyploidy and asexuality on molecular variation patterns in L. pseudolacteus and conclude that (i) the peculiarities of L. pseudolacteus population genomics result in the first place from hybridization and (ii) the accumulation
of new mutations through the Meselson effect is more than compensated by processes
of heterozygosity erosion, such as gene conversion or gene copy loss. This study illustrates the complexity of the evolutionary processes associated with asexuality and identifies L. pseudolacteus as a promising model to study the first steps of polyploid
genome evolution in an asexual context.
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Introduction
The vast majority of eukaryotic species reproduce sexually, obligate asexuality being viewed as an evolutionary
dead end (Maynard Smith 1978; Simon et al. 2003; Zimmer 2009). There are, however, a number of exceptions,
that is lineages in which asexual reproduction is the rule
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(Judson & Normark 1996; Mark Welch & Meselson
2000). Understanding the genomic causes and consequences of the transitions to asexuality is a topic of primary interest, potentially relevant to the long-standing
issue of the evolution of sex (Neiman et al. 2014).
Population genetics theory provides a number of predictions regarding genome evolution in an asexual context (Birky 1996; Glemin & Galtier 2012; Hartfield 2016).
First, in the absence of segregation and genetic
exchange between homologous gene copies, individual
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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heterozygosity is expected to increase by accumulation
of new mutations – the so-called Meselson effect. As a
consequence, increased amounts of neutral genetic polymorphism are expected in clonal lineages, as well as an
elevated value of the FIS index, which measures the
proportion
of
within-individual
vs.
betweenindividual heterozygosity (Balloux et al. 2003). Second,
the lack of recombination in asexual lineages is expected
to decrease the efficiency of natural selection as a result
of genetic hitchhiking, that is interference between
selected loci (Gordo & Charlesworth 2001). A selective
sweep in an asexual species, for instance, proceeds
through the spread of a high-fitness clone, thus increasing the population frequency of not only the favourable,
but also the deleterious mutations it carries. Consequently, the ratio of nonsynonymous (selected) to synonymous (neutral) polymorphisms is expected to be
higher in asexual than in sexual lineages, because of less
efficient purifying selection in the former. Third, because
mutations typically occur in heterozygous state in asexual species, recessive mutations are not exposed to selection, which is another reason why a higher load of
deleterious mutations is expected in asexual populations.
These theoretical predictions, to date, have only met
equivocal empirical validation. The Meselson effect was
first described in bdelloid rotifers (Mark Welch &
Meselson 2000), but subsequently refuted as new data
were generated (Mark Welch et al. 2008). In other taxa,
the Meselson effect was sometimes observed but could
often be explained by mechanisms other than an
increase of heterozygosity after the transition to asexuality (e.g. Delmotte et al. 2003; Schaefer et al. 2006; Lunt
2008; Schwander et al. 2011; see Hartfield 2016 for a
review). For the efficacy of natural selection, inconsistent results have been reported among groups. A strong
effect of asexuality on the nonsynonymous/synonymous substitution rate ratio was reported in various
groups of plants, snails and insects (Johnson & Howard
2007; Neiman et al. 2010; Henry et al. 2012; Hollister
et al. 2015), but no significant difference was detected
between sexuals and asexuals in some aphids (Normark
& Moran 2000) and bdelloid rotifers (Mark Welch &
Meselson 2001; Barraclough et al. 2007). In Daphnia
pulex, Tucker et al. (2013) showed that the deleterious
mutations detected in asexuals by Paland & Lynch
(2006) did not start to accumulate after the transition to
asexuality but were in fact segregating in sexual populations prior to the evolution of asexuality.
So why is there only mixed evidence for a process
expected to deeply impact molecular evolution genomewide? Several explanations can be proposed. First,
many of the model asexual species are either very
ancient, such as bdelloid rotifers (Mark Welch & Meselson 2000) and darwinulid ostracods (Martens & Schon
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2008), and thus lack sexual relatives for comparative
purposes, or very recent, such as water fleas Daphnia
pulex (Tucker et al. 2013) and pea aphids Acyrthosiphon
pisum (Jaquiery et al. 2014), in which genomes are not
yet substantially affected by asexual evolution. In a
number of supposedly asexual species, evidence for
meiosis and recombination was eventually uncovered
(Schurko et al. 2009; den Bakker et al. 2010). Second,
most of the data sets that have been analysed in a comparative way so far were based on just a few genes,
and/or lacked polymorphism data, and therefore had
only limited power.
Most importantly, asexuality is often associated with
other genetic peculiarities, including hybridization
(Simon et al. 2003; Moon et al. 2004) and polyploidy
(Neiman et al. 2014). These are confounding factors
potentially contributing to an elevation of heterozygosity, and a modification of selective pressures genomewide. Of note, the lack of meiotic recombination in
asexuals can be alleviated to some extent by gene conversion between alleles, which restores homozygosity
(Flot et al. 2013), and this process is expected to be particularly prevalent in polyploids (Semon & Wolfe 2007).
The complete genomes of the asexual nematode
Meloidogyne incognita (Abad et al. 2008) and rotifer Adineta vaga (Flot et al. 2013) have demonstrated the potential of asexual genomes to harbour gene copies more
divergent than in typical sexual species, but have not
fully clarified the underlying evolutionary processes
(Castagnone-Sereno & Danchin 2014). A thorough sampling of genes and species appears to be required to
disentangle these complex effects (Hollister et al. 2015).
Ribbon worms from the genus Lineus and allies represent an interesting opportunity to study the effects of
asexuality on genome evolution. This understudied
taxon belongs to the widespread phylum Nemertea,
which includes over 1200 species of mainly marine
worms, which are either carnivores or scavengers (Kajihara et al. 2008). Lineus worms show remarkable life history and histological traits. L. longissimus, for instance,
has been reported to reach up to 60 m in length, making it the longest known metazoan (Gittenberger &
Schipper 2008). Its maximal growth rate in laboratory
conditions is 1 cm per month (J. Bierne, unpublished
results), suggesting an extremely long maximal lifespan
in this species. Other Lineus species, particularly L. ruber
and L. sanguineus, are capable of extensive body regeneration, such that various kinds of chimera have been
produced by grafting body parts from distinct individuals, sometimes from distinct species (Bierne 1990).
Interestingly, individuals from two species, L. sanguineus and L. pseudolacteus, can reproduce by fissiparity: they undergo not only posterior but also anterior
regeneration when sectioned in the laboratory (Coe
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1929). Fissiparous individuals typically lack mature
female gonads, both in the wild and in captivity
(Gontcharoff 1951; Bierne 1970). For these reasons, they
are suspected to reproduce mainly, if not exclusively, in
an asexual way in nature, even though reproduction in
the wild has never been observed in Lineus. L. sanguineus has a worldwide distribution, and several subspecies have been distinguished based on colour
pattern and geographic range (Bierne et al. 1993), suggesting a relatively ancient origin of asexuality in this
cosmopolitan species. L. pseudolacteus, which so far has
only been found in Brittany (France), still lacks any
report of an individual with trace of ovary or testis. Its
regenerative abilities are weaker than those of L. sanguineus. Both are related to the sexual L. lacteus and
L. longissimus based on morphology, anatomy and
immunotransplantations (Bierne et al. 1993). This group
therefore appears to be an ideal model for the study of
genome evolution in asexual vs. sexual context – with
the additional peculiarity that asexual reproduction in
Lineus is agametic, in contrast to the other groups of
asexuals studied so far. That L. sanguineus and L. pseudolacteus populations evolve in an asexual context, however, is only suspected based on phenotypic
observations, and remains to be confirmed genetically.
The available molecular data in Lineus are essentially
limited to ribosomal and mitochondrial sequences, which
have been generated for large-scale phylogenetic purposes
(Struck & Fisse 2008; Andrade et al. 2012; Kvist et al. 2014).
These and previous studies have revealed that current taxonomy is misleading: the genus Lineus is not monophyletic,
and synonyms are common. The group studied here is
monophyletic and includes seven named species – the
asexual L. sanguineus and L. pseudolacteus, and the sexual
L. lacteus, L. longissimus, Ri. occultus, L. viridis and L. ruber.
These species have been affiliated to genera Lineus, Myoisophagos, Ramphogordius and Riseriellus, but inconsistently so
across publications (e.g. Riser 1994; Sundberg & Saur 1998;
Kajihara et al. 2008; Herrera-Bachiller et al. 2015). Despite
recent efforts (Kang et al. 2015), their taxonomic status is
currently unclear, mainly because of insufficient phylogenetic resolution.
Here, we characterized the whole-body transcriptome
of 38 individuals from these seven species and
sequenced two mitochondrial fragments from 44 additional individuals. Our objectives were to (i) clarify species delineation and taxonomy in this group of
nemerteans, (ii) test the hypothesis of predominantly
asexual reproduction in the fissiparous L. sanguineus
and L. pseudolacteus, (iii) uncover the origins and age of
the asexual lineages and (iv) characterize population
genomic processes in asexuals vs. sexuals, with a focus
on the Meselson effect, the efficiency of purifying selection, hybridization and polyploidy.

Material and methods
Sampling and sequencing
Eighty two individuals were sampled in the wild in various European and American localities (Table S1, Supporting information). DNA was extracted from the whole
body using standard protocols. A fragment of each of the
mitochondrial genes cytochrome oxidase 1 (cox1) and 16S
ribosomal RNA (16S) was amplified by PCR (primer
sequences for cox1: LvLCO1490: 50 -ATTCTACTAATCA
TAAAGATATTGG; HCO2198: 50 -TAAACCTCAGGGT
GACCAAAAAATCA; 16S: Lv16sL: 50 -GCTCAACTGTTTATCAAAAACAT; Lv16sH 50 -GCCGGTCTGAACT
CAACTCACGT) and Sanger-sequenced. RNA was
extracted from 38 of these samples (whole body) using
standard protocols as described by Gayral et al. (2011),
and non-normalized cDNA libraries were prepared. The
libraries were sequenced on HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, Inc.)
to produce 100-bp single-end fragments (Table 1). Nine
of the transcriptome data sets were previously published
as part of a comparative analysis across Metazoa
(Romiguier et al. 2014). Transcriptome Illumina reads
from the outgroup nemertean Cerebratulus marginatus
(Andrade et al. 2014) were downloaded from the SRA
database (SRX205323).

Transcriptome assembly
In each species, reads from distinct individuals were
gathered and de novo transcriptome assembly was performed following strategy B in Cahais et al. (2012),
yielding one set of predicted cDNA per species. This is
a three-step procedure involving one run of ABYSS
(Simpson et al. 2009) with default parameters, followed
by two runs of CAP3 (Huang & Madan 1999) with
default parameters, singletons being discarded after
step 1. For each contig, open reading frames (ORFs)
were predicted using the program GETORF, and the longest ORF was selected. ORFs shorter than 200 bp were
discarded. The CD-HIT-EST program (Li et al. 2001, default
parameters) was applied to the predicted ORFs to
assess putative allele splitting – that is several alleles
from the same gene assembled as distinct contigs.

Orthology prediction
Orthology between ORFs was predicted by applying
the ORTHOMCL pipeline (Li et al. 2003) to amino acidtranslated sequences (BLAST e-value: 105; inflation
value: 1.5). Clusters containing exactly one sequence
per species were retained. Orthology prediction was
performed twice: first using all species (for phylogenomic analyses), and secondly using a subset of six
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Table 1 Sampled species and individuals
Lineage

Binomen

Repro.

Sample*

Mreads

ORFs

viridis
ruber_1
ruber_2
occultus
longissimus
lacteus_M
lacteus_A
sanguineus
pseudolacteus

Lineus viridis
Lineus ruber
Lineus ruber
Riseriellus occultus
Lineus longissimus
Lineus (Ramphogordius)
Lineus (Ramphogordius)
Lineus (Ramphogordius)
Lineus (Ramphogordius)

Sexual
Sexual
Sexual
Sexual
Sexual
Sexual
Sexual
Asexual
Asexual

1/6
1/2
2/14
1/2
6/12
3/8
5/17
16/23
3/6

81.5
27.3
63.3
26.8
95.6
95.6
234.8
673.1
182.7

37
25
39
31
29
32
67
86
47

lacteus
lacteus
sanguineus
pseudolacteus

145
342
567
615
988
307
152
330
477

*Sample size for transcriptome analysis/mtDNA analysis.

species from the longissimus group (for population
genetic analyses, see Results).

Phylogenomic analysis
Coding sequences were aligned using the frameshiftaware MACSE program (Ranwez et al. 2011) and concatenated. Positions containing >50% of gaps or missing
data were removed. Phylogenetic trees were reconstructed using model GTR+Gamma in RAXML (Stamatakis 2014) and performing 1000 bootstrap
pseudoreplications. The across-genes average ratio of
nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate (dN/
dS) was calculated in each branch of the tree using substitution mapping with the MAPNH program (Romiguier
et al. 2012).

Genotyping and statistical analyses
Reads were mapped to the whole set of predicted contigs using BWA. Diploid genotypes and single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were called using the method
developed by Tsagkogeorga et al. (2012) and implemented in the READS2SNP program. At least 20 reads per
individual per position were required to call a genotype; otherwise, missing data were recorded. Paralog
filtering in READS2SNP (Gayral et al. 2013) was not activated as this method relies on the assumption of
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, which is clearly not met
in asexuals. In each species, only sites at which at least
35% of individuals were successfully genotyped were
considered. The average synonymous (pS) and nonsynonymous (pN) levels of diversity and the FIS statistics
were estimated as in Romiguier et al. (2014), discarding
sites with more than two alleles. Tajima’s D was calculated only based on synonymous sites. Confidence
intervals were obtained by bootstrapping loci.
Homologous positions across species were identified
based on coding sequence alignments and variants were
classified as private polymorphisms (i.e. allelic variation
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

restricted to a single species), shared polymorphisms
(i.e. several species carrying the same two alleles) or
fixed positions (i.e. one species carrying a specific allele
in monomorphic state). Genes showing a strong excess
of fixed positions (>10%) in any particular species were
discarded as potential remnant paralogs. Subsequent
analyses of genotype frequencies within and across species were achieved using home-made python, R and
C++ programs relying on the BIO++ libraries (Gu
eguen
et al. 2013).

mtDNA analysis
Cox1 and 16S sequences were extracted from each of
the 38 transcriptomes and added to the PCR-based
mtDNA data set. This was achieved by first making a
BLAST
search to identify, in each species-level
transcriptome assembly, the two contigs carrying the
cox1 and 16S genes. Then, separately for each individual, reads were mapped to the target contigs with BWA,
and a consensus sequence was built to create individual-level haplotypes. The cox1 and 16S sequences of
outgroup nemertean species Cerebratulus marginatus,
Riserius pugetensis and Micrura lactea were included. The
former two were retrieved from the NCBI database,
while the latter was newly sequenced here. Haplotypes
were aligned using the online server of MAFFT (Katoh &
Toh 2008; http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/). The
alignments of cox1 and 16S were concatenated, and a
phylogenetic tree was built using RAXML, allowing
each gene its own model of nucleotide substitution (GTR + G), and performing 1000 bootstrap
pseudoreplications.

Results
Cryptic species in Lineus
The mitochondrial tree we obtained (Fig. S1, Supporting
information) was consistent with the existing literature
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in separating L. ruber and L. viridis from the longissimus
group, which includes the sexual Ri. occultus, L. longissimus and L. lacteus, and the asexual L. sanguineus and
L. pseudolacteus. Two highly divergent mitochondrial
lineages were found in L. ruber, corroborating the existence of two cryptic species (Rogers et al. 1995), of
which one was more closely related to L. viridis than to
the other one. In L. lacteus, the southern (Mediterranean
Sea and Asturias) and northern (Brittany) samples
formed two divergent groups of haplotypes, which is
suggestive of cryptic speciation in this lineage too. The
two L. ruber and the two L. lacteus lineages were therefore considered as distinct genetic units in the analysis
of nuclear data. They were called ruber_1, ruber_2,
lacteus_A (Atlantic) and lacteus_M (Mediterranean),
respectively. For the fissiparous lineages, a single haplotype was obtained in L. pseudolacteus, which branched
within the homogeneous L. sanguineus group, suggesting a close relatedness between these two species.
Transcriptome assembly yielded ~85 000–675 000 contigs per species, of which ~25 000–86 000 contained
ORFs longer than 200 bp (Table 1). The number of clusters returned by program CD-HIT-EST was 90.5–99.99%
of the number of ORFs, depending on species. This indicates that split alleles are rare. The relatively large numbers of ORFs predicted in some species are best
explained by the occurrence of fragmented cDNA.
Orthology search across the whole set of species identified 604 groups of predicted orthologues, each containing exactly one sequence per species. The resulting
phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1), which was based on 524 094
aligned sites, corroborated the mtDNA analysis and provided 100% bootstrap support for every internal node.
The mtDNA and nuclear trees did not support splitting
the group into the genera Ramphogordius (R. sanguineus
and R. pseudolacteus), Riseriellus (Ri. occultus) and Lineus,
as the latter would be paraphyletic. The average nuclear
coding sequence divergence between the two L. ruber
and between the two L. lacteus entities were elevated
(5% and 3%, respectively), in line with the hypothesis of
cryptic species. The dN/dS ratio was around 0.13 and
showed little variation among branches (Fig. 1). In particular, no increase in dN/dS ratio was detected in the
branches leading to the fissiparous lineages.

Read counts and ploidy level
For each individual of each species, reads were mapped
to species-level contigs using BWA. For each position at
which (i) at least 30 reads were available and (ii) at
least two distinct bases had been called, the frequency
of the second-most common base was computed. In 33
of 38 individuals, a distribution similar to Fig. 2a was
obtained, with a mode at very low frequency

Fig. 1 Lineus phylogenomics. Tree topology and branch lengths
were obtained by maximum-likelihood analysis of 604 nuclear
protein-coding genes. Branch-specific labels correspond to estimates of the dN/dS ratio obtained in the longissimus group
based on a larger set of 2895 genes, multiplied by 100. Fissiparous taxa are in red. Arrows represent the inferred
hybridization event from which triploid L. pseudolacteus
originated.

presumably reflecting sequencing errors, and a mode
around 0.5 corresponding to allelic variation, as
expected in a diploid individual. Five samples from
candidate asexual lineages provided very different patterns. In each of the three L. pseudolacteus individuals
(Fig. 2b), one mode was close to 0.3, not 0.5, which is
suggestive of polyploidy. Such a distribution seems
compatible with triploidy, in which case minor allelic
variants at within-individual frequency 1/3 are
expected, or tetraploidy, that is a mixture of variants at
frequency ¼ and ½. Two L. sanguineus individuals –
sample Ore_Edu from Oregon and Por_3 from Brittany
– showed a very unexpected read-count distribution
(Fig. 2c), which might be suggestive of high levels of
ploidy and a wide range of within-individual allele frequencies.
To investigate further the hypothesis of polyploidy in
L. pseudolacteus and two L. sanguineus individuals, we
looked for the presence of SNPs with three or four alleles in the same individual. We found that the number
of positions in which the third most common allele was
represented by more than five reads was below five in
all individuals, excepting the three L. pseudolacteus and
the Ore_Edu and Por_3 L. sanguineus, in which 18–299
triallelic SNPs were found, corroborating the hypothesis
of polyploidy for these five samples. The variation in
number of triallelic SNPs between the putative polyploid individuals is explained by coverage: the
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fig. 2 Minor base read-count distribution. Typical across-sites distributions of the frequency of the second-most common base
obtained by mapping to contigs the short read sequences from single individuals.

percentage of triallelic sites among sites with coverage
above 30X was quite homogeneous – from 0.023% to
0.047% – across the five individuals. Three tetra-allelic
sites were found in the L. sanguineus sample from Oregon (Ore_Edu).

Population genomics of sexual vs. asexual lineages
Next, we focussed on the longissimus group, which contains the two fissiparous lineages and their sexual relatives. Orthology search within this group yielded 2895
genes for which exactly one copy was available in each
of Ri. occultus, L. longissimus, L. lacteus_A, L. lacteus_M,
L. sanguineus and L. pseudolacteus. The following analyses were applied to this set of orthologues, to the exclusion of other genes. The Ri. occultus lineage, represented
by a single individual in this data set, was not considered in population genetic analyses. Diploid genotypes
were called using the READS2SNP program (Tsagkogeorga
et al. 2012). This is appropriate for the diploid individuals, and presumably a reasonable approximation for the
potentially polyploid individuals, knowing that only a
very small number of positions (<0.1%) were obviously
not biallelic, that is showed three bases at relatively
high read frequency within the same individual – such
positions were discarded.
Standard population genomic summary statistics
were calculated separately for each species of the longissimus group (Table 2). The average level of neutral

genetic diversity, here based on synonymous sites (pS),
was above 1% in the six analysed species, which is typical of many invertebrate species (Romiguier et al. 2014).
It was maximal and reached 10% in the fissiparous
L. pseudolacteus. This is higher than the maximal pS
value reported in a recent comparative study of 90 animal species (Romiguier et al. 2014). The across-contigs
distribution of heterozygosity in four of the analysed
species is shown in Fig. S2 (Supporting information).
The FIS statistics were not significantly different from
zero in the three sexual species, revealing no obvious
departure from panmixia, but were significantly negative in the two fissiparous lineages. In particular, it was
close to 1, its theoretical minimum, in L. pseudolacteus.
A negative FIS is indicative of a higher level of
heterozygosity within than between individuals, as
expected in asexual populations (Balloux et al. 2003).
We computed in each species the site frequency spectrum, that is the across-SNPs distribution of minor
allele frequencies (Fig. S3, Supporting information), and
calculated Tajima’s D (Table 2). Site frequency spectra
in sexual species were similar to published spectra (e.g.
see Gayral et al. 2013) and yielded a negative Tajima’s
D – that is an excess of low-frequency variants compared to an ideal Wright–Fisher population. The
L. pseudolacteus distribution of allele frequency, in contrast, was highly unusual: the vast majority of SNPs
were such that every sampled individual was heterozygous, meaning that allele frequency was 0.5 (Fig. S3,

Table 2 Population genomic analysis, species from the longissimus group
Species

#ind

pS

L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

6
3
5
16
3

0.018
0.015
0.037
0.032
0.101

longissimus
lacteus_M
lacteus_A
sanguineus
pseudolacteus
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[0.001]
[0.001]
[0.001]
[0.001]
[0.003]

pN/pS

FIS

0.073
0.092
0.053
0.054
0.071

0.017
6.6 105
0.007
0.10
0.92

[0.008]
[0.012]
[0.004]
[0.004]
[0.004]

Tajima’s D
[0.02]
[0.03]
[0.01]
[0.01]
[0.01]

0.52
0.25
0.65
0.27
2.26
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Table 3 Among-species polymorphism sharing

Fixed
Private
Shared with
L. longissimus
L. lacteus_M
L. lacteus_A
L. sanguineus

L. longissimus

L. lacteus_M

L. lacteus_A

L. sanguineus

3540
794

213
386

24
1014

24
775

2
94

12

29
37

31
16
49

3
3
187
557

Supporting information). The L. sanguineus pattern was
not nearly as extreme as the L. pseudolacteus one, but
still revealed a slight excess of high-frequency variants.

Hybrid origin of Lineus pseudolacteus
To further clarify the relationships between the distinct
gene pools, we analysed patterns of polymorphism
sharing among species, that is sites at which the same
two alleles are observed in more than one species. In
this analysis, we only considered sites successfully
genotyped in all six species of the longissimus group
(>35% of individuals per species). Private polymorphisms and fixed positions were also counted (Table 3).
Only limited numbers of shared polymorphism were
found between L. longissimus, L. lacteus_A, L. lacteus_M
and L. sanguineus, confirming the hypothesis of limited
gene flow between the Atlantic and Mediterranean populations of L. lacteus. In L. pseudolacteus, in contrast, the
vast majority of polymorphisms were shared with
either L. sanguineus or L. lacteus_A, with private polymorphisms and, particularly, fixed positions being
scarce (Table 3). This result suggests that the polyploid
L. pseudolacteus taxon results from hybridization
between L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A. The principal
component analysis of the genotype table was consistent with this suggestion (Fig. S4, Supporting information). Individuals clustered by species in this analysis,
with L. pseudolacteus individuals being located between
L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A individuals. Principal
component analysis revealed no geographic clustering
within L. sanguineus (Fig. S4c, Supporting information).
To investigate more deeply the hypothesis of a hybrid
origin, we specifically considered, for each biallelic
polymorphism in L. pseudolacteus, the diversity at the
same position in L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A. In
Table 4, X and Y stand for the two alleles segregating
in L. pseudolacteus, and categories of L. pseudolacteus
SNPs were defined based on the presence or absence of
these alleles in the two putative parental species. Here,
we analysed sites successfully genotyped in each of the

L. pseudolacteus

Table 4 Polymorphisms in L. pseudolacteus and its parental
species
Alleles in
Alleles in
Alleles in
SNP
SNP
L. pseudolacteus L. sanguineus L. lacteus_A number category
X,Y

X

X

358

X,Y

X

Y

1631

X,Y
X,Y
X,Y
X,Y

X,Y
X
X,Y
Otherwise

X
X,Y
X,Y

1944
802
295
273

Private:
truly
private
Private:
hybrid
Shared
Shared
Shared
Other

three species of interest, irrespective of their availability
in other Lineus species, thus increasing the number of
SNPs compared to the analyses above.
Interestingly, besides shared polymorphisms, we
found that a large number (1631) of L. pseudolacteus private SNPs involved two alleles that were differentially
fixed in L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A (Table 4) – these
were called ‘hybrid SNPs’. The elevated proportion of
such positions, which form the majority of private
SNPs, strongly argues in favour of the hypothesis of a
L. sanguineus 9 L. lacteus_A hybrid origin for L. pseudolacteus. Focussing on the above-defined hybrid SNPs,
we examined read counts and calculated the proportion
of reads in L. pseudolacteus corresponding to the L. lacteus_A allele (Fig. 3). We found that the contribution of
L. lacteus_A alleles to L. pseudolacteus reads at hybrid
SNPs was unimodal with a median of 0.325, that is very
close to 1/3, strongly suggesting that L. pseudolacteus is
a triploid hybrid made of one haplome of L. lacteus_A
origin and two haplomes of L. sanguineus origin.

Meselson effect in Lineus pseudolacteus
The vast majority of L. pseudolacteus SNPs were either
hybrid SNPs or SNPs shared with one of its parental
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fig. 3 Relative contributions of L. lacteus_A and L. sanguineus
to L. pseudolacteus polymorphism. For each L. pseudolacteus
hybrid SNP, the number of reads corresponding to the L. lacteus_A vs. L. sanguineus alleles was recorded. Here is the
across-SNPs distribution of the L. lacteus_A/L. sanguineus read
count ratio. Blue vertical line: median of the distribution; red
dotted line: expected L. lacteus_A/L. sanguineus ratio under
triploidy.

species (Table 4). Still, 358 SNPs involved an allele that
was uniquely found in L. pseudolacteus. These polymorphisms, hereafter called ‘truly private SNPs’, might correspond to new mutations having arisen in this lineage.
However, there is also the possibility that such L. pseudolacteus-specific alleles were inherited from one of the
parental lineages at the time of hybridization, but subsequently lost, or undetected, in the parental species.
We took a theoretical approach to assess the relative
likelihood of these processes (see Appendix I).
We estimated that ~40% of the truly private SNPs
correspond to polymorphisms that are actually shared
with L. lacteus_A or L. sanguineus, but undetected in
these species due to limited sample size. As far as the
remaining 60% are concerned, we found that the proportion of truly private polymorphisms resulting from
new mutations in L. pseudolacteus is expected to be ½ in
the absence of gene conversion and gene copy loss, or
above ½ if either of these processes applies. This prediction is independent of the effective population size of
the parental and hybrid species, but assumes that the
mutation rate and effective population sizes remain
constant through time. This indicates that a substantial
proportion of truly private polymorphisms observed in
L. pseudolacteus is explained by the accumulation of
heterozygosity through new mutations in the L. pseudolacteus lineage, which is consistent with the Meselson
effect.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Efficacy of purifying selection
The across-genes average ratio of nonsynonymous to
synonymous heterozygosity, pN/pS, was calculated in
each species. The pN/pS ratio was negatively related to
log-transformed pS (Fig. 4, left). This is consistent with
previous reports (Gayral et al. 2013; Romiguier et al.
2014) and with the nearly neutral theory (Ohta 1987;
Lynch 2007), according to which slightly deleterious nonsynonymous mutations are more likely to increase in frequency in small or perturbed populations, where genetic
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Truly private SNPs amount to ~0.04% of synonymous
positions in L. pseudolacteus, indicating a relatively
recent origin of this hybrid lineage. Assuming a clockwise accumulation of new mutations in time and no
loss of polymorphism in L. pseudolacteus, this figure
indicates that the hybridization event was 250–500 times
more recent than the date of divergence between L. sanguineus and L. lacteus, which differ by ~13% at synonymous sites. We lack a calibration of the molecular clock
in Lineus to convert this figure into absolute time.
Assuming a per-year, per-site nuclear mutation rate of
109, similarly to human and apes (Yi et al. 2002),
would result in a hybridization date of ~12 000–
25 000 years. A higher mutation rate would imply a
more recent date of hybridization, while any process of
heterozygosity loss in L. pseudolacteus, such as gene conversion or gene copy loss, would imply a more ancient
date of hybridization.
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Fig. 4 pN/pS ratio in the longissimus group. Left part: pN/pS is
inversely related to log-transformed pS across species, L. pseudolacteus being an outlier. Right part: pN/pS varies substantially
among categories of L. pseudolacteus SNPs. In the right part, the
x-axis is irrelevant.
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drift is stronger. L. pseudolacteus appeared to be an outlier
of the relationship: the pN/pS ratio in L. pseudolacteus was
higher than expected given its level of neutral diversity.
However, when we calculated pN/pS separately for
the three categories of SNPs, it appeared that the elevated pN/pS in L. pseudolacteus is mainly caused by
hybrid SNPs (Fig. 4, right). Hybrid SNPs consist of two
alleles that were differentially fixed during the divergence between L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A. These
positions therefore convey information about the longterm process of coding sequence divergence, not polymorphism. The high nonsynonymous/synonymous
ratio at hybrid SNPs in L. pseudolacteus, therefore,
merely reflects the fact that dN/dS is generally higher
than pN/pS in Lineus nemerteans (see Fig. 1 and
Table 2). The shared and truly private SNPs, in contrast, showed moderate pN/pS levels.

Discussion
Species delineation and taxonomy in Lineus
Our mitochondrial and nuclear data corroborated the
existence of two cryptic species in L. ruber, as suggested
by Rogers et al. (1995) from 13 allozyme loci. Importantly, we uncovered a cryptic event of speciation
within L. lacteus. Samples from the Mediterranean Sea
and the Asturias clustered separately from the Northern
Atlantic samples, and a very limited amount of gene
flow was detected between the two groups. Additional
sampling is required to characterize further the geographic range of the newly identified gene pools, especially in the putative zone of sympatry in northern
Spain.
Phylogenetic analysis consistently supported the
grouping of L. viridis and L. ruber vs. all other Lineus
species, in agreement with morphological and immunotransplantation data (Bierne et al. 1993). The longissimus
group contained species sometimes assigned to genera
Ramphogordius (R. sanguineus, R. pseudolacteus) and Riseriellus (Ri. occultus), which, if validated, would make
the genus Lineus paraphyletic (Fig. 1). Given that
L. longissimus is the type species for the genus Lineus, it
is reasonable at this time to regard the Ramphogordius
(=Myoisophagos) species as Lineus, whereas taxonomic
placement of Ri. occultus, L. ruber and L. viridis remains
moot and beyond the scope of this study.

Sexual-like population genomics in the fissiparous
Lineus sanguineus
Lineus sanguineus individuals present remarkable regeneration abilities, including the ability to regenerate the
head when cut transversally (Coe 1929). This property

and the extreme rarity of mature females, both in the
wild and in the laboratory, have led to the suggestion
that L. sanguineus reproduces only by fissiparity, and is
therefore an asexual lineage (Gontcharoff 1951; Riser
1994). Our population genomic analysis failed to firmly
confirm this hypothesis. The sixteen L. sanguineus individuals we sequenced were genetically distinct from
each other, revealed no geographic structure, and harboured within-individual levels of heterozygosity comparable to sexual L. lacteus individuals. The negative FIS
and positive Tajima’s D statistics are both suggestive of
a departure from panmixia and polymorphism retention in L. sanguineus, possibly because of asexuality, but
the evidence is not strong. Importantly, the theory predicts that small amounts of sexual reproduction are sufficient to essentially erase the expected population
genetic signal associated with asexuality (Balloux et al.
2003; Hartfield et al. 2016). It seems therefore plausible
that fissiparity is the dominant mode of reproduction in
L. sanguineus, but that sexual reproduction occurs in
this species at a sufficient rate to promote genetic
exchange between individuals and across loci. A deeper
sampling strategy would be required to estimate the
prevalence of asexual vs. sexual reproduction in current
and past populations of L. sanguineus.

Origin and evolution of the asexual Lineus
pseudolacteus
The distribution of heterozygosity across L. pseudolacteus
individuals, in contrast, was fully consistent with the
hypothesis of clonal evolution: the vast majority of
polymorphisms were shared among the three sampled
individuals, so that FIS was close to 1 in this lineage,
in which not a single individual with mature gonads
has been observed so far. It is therefore likely that natural populations of L. pseudolacteus only experience asexual reproduction, offering an opportunity to investigate
molecular evolutionary patterns in the absence of sex.
At first sight, the population genomics of L. pseudolacteus meets all the theoretical predictions associated with
clonal evolution. First, the level of genetic polymorphism is extremely high in this species, in agreement
with the Meselson effect hypothesis. The genome-average synonymous diversity, pS, which reaches 10%, is
among the highest ever reported in any eukaryotic species (Small et al. 2007; Dey et al. 2013; Romiguier et al.
2014). Second, the pN/pS ratio is higher in L. pseudolacteus than in its sexual relatives L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A, in agreement with the hypothesis of a reduced
efficiency of natural selection in asexual lineages.
A closer examination of the data, however, reveals
that L. pseudolacteus is very likely to be of hybrid origin.
Patterns of polymorphism sharing and read counts
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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strongly suggest that L. pseudolacteus individuals are triploid, their genome being made of two haplomes inherited from a L. sanguineus ancestor and one haplome
inherited from a L. lacteus_A ancestor. The mtDNA tree,
in which L. pseudolacteus is nested within L. sanguineus,
indicates that L. pseudolacteus inherited the L. sanguineus
mitochondrial genome. L. pseudolacteus might therefore
have originated through the fertilization by a L. lacteus_A male gamete of an unreduced L. sanguineus
female gamete. Both L. sanguineus and L. lacteus_A
occur along the eastern Atlantic coasts, and especially
in Brittany, where current L. pseudolacteus populations
are located. An accurate estimation of the hybridization
date is out of reach in the absence of fossil calibration,
but conservative assumptions regarding plausible mutation rates in Lineus indicate that the hybridization event
probably took place during the last 100 000 years.
Hybridity, polyploidy and asexuality are commonly
found in association in nature (Mogie 1986; Lampert &
Schartl 2008; Lovell et al. 2013), a typical interpretation
being that allopolyploidy might hamper proper meiosis
and force asexuality.
The impact of asexuality on L. pseudolacteus molecular
evolution should therefore be appreciated in the light of
its hybrid origin. Regarding the level of genetic diversity, we found that most of L. pseudolacteus heterozygosity was either inherited from one of its parental species
or created by the admixture of the two diverged genomes. So the high level of genetic polymorphism in L.
pseudolacteus is explained in the first place by its hybrid
nature, not asexuality. Still, we identified a portion of
truly private SNPs that correspond to new mutations in
the L. pseudolacteus lineage, substantiating the Meselson
effect. This accretion of new mutations has not yet deeply impacted the L. pseudolacteus genome, asexuality
being too recent.
On the other hand, we note that pS in L. pseudolacteus
(10%) is lower than the synonymous divergence
between its two parental species (13%), which is an estimate of synonymous heterozygosity in the ancestral
hybrid. This indicates that part of the heterozygosity
initially created when the hybrid was formed has been
lost during L. pseudolacteus evolution. Gene conversion
and gene copy loss are typical mechanisms of heterozygosity erosion in asexuals (Flot et al. 2013). Because we
are here analysing transcriptome-based data, allele
silencing is another hypothesis to be considered (Pala
et al. 2010). The apparent homozygosity has increased
in L. pseudolacteus at a much faster rate (~3% of
heterozygosity lost since the ancestral hybrid) than the
accumulation of new mutations through the Meselson
effect (0.012–0.025%), implying either a rate of gene conversion/gene copy loss/silencing ~100 times as high as
the point mutation rate or, perhaps more plausibly,
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

adaptive homozygosity recovery – natural selection is
expected to favour the loss of heterozygosity at loci
involved in genetic incompatibility between the two
parental genomes.

The confounding effect of hybridization
Regarding the pN/pS ratio, distinguishing between categories of SNPs revealed that the relative high average pN/pS in L. pseudolacteus is entirely caused by
hybrid SNPs, that is alleles differentially fixed in
L. sanguineus vs. L. lacteus_A. The genetic variation at
hybrid SNPs has been established in a sexual context,
as the two parental species were diverging. For this
reason, the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous
changes at these positions reflects the long-term influence of both purifying and positive selection, and is
similar to the dN/dS estimates we report between
Lineus species, as expected. dN/dS is higher than pN/
pS in Lineus, as previously reported in invertebrate
species with large population sizes (Smith & EyreWalker 2002; Tsagkogeorga et al. 2012). The elevated
pN/pS in L. pseudolacteus, therefore, should not be
taken as evidence for a relaxed efficiency of purifying
selection in this lineage. A similar pattern was
recently reported in the plant genus Oenothera (Hollister et al. 2015), in which pN/pS ratio in hybrid diploid
asexuals was similar to the dN/dS ratio measured in
sexual lineages (their fig. 2).
Besides hybrid SNPs, shared and truly private SNPs
in L. pseudolacteus did not reveal any increase of the
pN/pS ratio compared to its sexual relatives, failing to
corroborate the prediction of relaxed purifying selection
in asexuals. This is perhaps not so unexpected given
the relatively young age of the L. pseudolacteus lineage.
Under clonal evolution, shared SNPs, which were present in the ancestral hybrid, are expected to be carried
at polymorphic state by all L. pseudolacteus individuals.
No increase in pN/pS ratio is to be expected for these
sites – they do not contribute any fitness difference
between individuals. The argument also applies to the
fraction of truly private SNPs – approximately one half
– that corresponds to ancestral heterozygosity subsequently lost in the parental species. An increase in pN/
pS ratio due to less efficient purifying selection is therefore only expected in one half of the truly private SNPs
– a tiny fraction of L. pseudolacteus SNPs. Figure 4 suggests that such an increase might well have occurred,
the pN/pS ratio being higher at truly private than at
shared SNPs, but the power of the analysis is insufficient for a firm conclusion on this issue – especially
knowing that a substantial fraction of our ‘truly private’ SNPs actually correspond to missed shared
polymorphisms.
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Concluding remarks
A significant increase in heterozygosity and pN/pS ratio
was detected in the asexual L. pseudolacteus, compared to
its sexual relatives, in agreement with theoretical expectations. We show, however, that these peculiarities are
explained in the first place by the hybrid and polyploid
nature of L. pseudolacteus. Asexuality has indeed affected
the population genetics of L. pseudolacteus, but the genomewide impact is limited owing to its relatively recent
origin. Differentiating between hybridization and drift
effects was only possible thanks to our exhaustive taxon
sampling, multilocus molecular coverage, and focussed
data analysis. We suggest that such an in-depth characterization of population genomic patterns might generally be required to discriminate the impact of asexuality
from that of confounding factors, particularly hybridization, as previously discussed in other asexual systems
(e.g. Castagnone-Sereno & Danchin 2014).
This study identifies L. pseudolacteus as a promising
biological model to study the first steps of adaptive and
nonadaptive genome evolution in an asexual context.
The Lineus system is original in involving polyploidy and
agametic reproduction. Polyploidy is expected to make a
difference in terms of gene conversion/allele loss/allele
silencing rate, every gene being present in multiple
copies (Renny-Byfield & Wendel 2014). Agametic reproduction implies that ‘somatic’ mutations can be transmitted from generation to generation and yield mosaic
organisms, with important consequences with respect to
ageing (Nilsson Sk€
old & Obst 2011). The consequences of
this peculiar genetic architecture on genome and mating
system evolution are worth investigating deeper.
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Appendix I: A population genetic model of
hybridization followed by asexual reproduction
and the origin of truly private polymorphisms in
L. pseudolacteus
Let us assume that at time 0, a triploid hybrid (L. pseudolacteus) is formed by fusion of two haplomes from
diploid parent p1 (L. sanguineus) with one haplome from
diploid parent p2 (L. lacteus_A). The p1 and p2 parents
belong to different species, of effective population sizes
N1 and N2, respectively, which are assumed to be constant
in time. The parental and hybrid species then evolve during t generations. The hybrid species reproduces asexually, in absence of gene conversion between alleles and
gene copy loss. Both the mutation rate, l, and the generation time are assumed to be constant in time and among
species. Only neutral mutations are considered, and multiple mutations at the same site are neglected.
Three distinct process are expected to contribute to
the occurrence of truly private polymorphisms in present-day hybrid individuals, that is alleles segregating
in the hybrid lineage but not observed in either of the
two parental species: (i) new mutations having occurred
in the hybrid lineage, (ii) ancestral polymorphism carried by p1 and subsequently lost in the p1 species and
(iii) ancestral polymorphism carried by p2 and subsequently lost in the p2 species. Let Hnew, Hanc1 and Hanc2
be the respective contribution of these three processes
to truly private heterozygosity in present-day hybrids.

New mutations in the hybrid lineage
Under asexual reproduction in absence of gene conversion, gene copy loss and multiple mutations, lineages
evolve independently from each other, and heterozygosity is never lost. The amount of newly created
heterozygosity in t generations in a particular triploid
hybrid lineage is therefore simply equal to:
Hnew ¼ 3lt

ðeqn 1Þ

Mutations inherited from p1 and subsequently
lost in the p1 species
Assuming that the ancestral population was at mutation–drift equilibrium, the expected amount of
heterozygosity initially inherited by the hybrid from the
p1 parent is H1(0)=4N1l. The per-generation rate of loss
of heterozygosity by genetic drift in the p1 species is
1/2N1, so that we have:
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H1 ðtÞ ¼ H1 ð0Þð1  1=2N1 Þt  H1 ð0Þð1  t=2N1 Þ ðeqn 2Þ
Rearranging, we obtain:
Hanc1 ¼ H1 ð0Þ  H1 ðtÞ ¼ H1 ð0Þðt=2N1 Þ ¼ 2lt

ðeqn 3Þ

The expected amount of ancestral heterozygosity lost
in the p1 species, and therefore resulting in truly private
polymorphism in the hybrid, is found to be independent from N1. This occurs because the rate of heterozygosity loss is inversely related to the ancestral level of
heterozygosity if N1 is constant.

Mutations inherited from p2 and subsequently
lost in the p2 species
The same rationale applies to parental species p2, but as
the hybrid inherits only a half of the ancestral diversity
of p2, the contribution to present-day truly private polymorphism in hybrids is half that of parent p1:
Hanc2 ¼ Hanc1 =2 ¼ lt

ðeqn 4Þ

From eqns (1), (3) and (4), we deduce that the
expected proportion of present-day truly private polymorphisms in hybrid individuals having originated
from new mutations in the hybrid lineage,
pnew = Hnew/(Hnew + Hanc1 + Hanc2), is equal to 0.5.
This prediction is independent of the effective population size of the parental and hybrid species, but relies
on the assumption of constant mutation rate and effective population size in time, and absence of gene conversion and gene copy loss in the hybrid lineage. If
gene conversion and/or gene copy loss was at work in
the hybrid lineage, then pnew would reach values higher
than ½, as ancestral polymorphisms, which are older,
are more likely than new mutations to have experienced
a gene conversion/gene copy loss event at time t.

of n diploid individuals is (1f)2n. The expected ratio of
undetected to detected shared SNPs is therefore:
R
hðf Þf ð1  f Þ2n df


q¼R
hðf Þf 1  ð1  f Þ2n df
where h(f) is the probability density of f. Assuming that
h(f) is proportional to 1/f, as expected in a Wright–
Fisher population (Wright 1938), the integrals can be
calculated analytically and the ratio q is found to equal
1/2n, that is q = 0.1 when n = 5. This implies that the
number of L. pseudolacteus SNPs falsely assigned to the
‘truly private’ category while actually shared with
L. lacteus_A equals approximately 10% of the SNPs
assigned to the ‘shared with L. lacteus_A’ category –
that is 80 SNPs. A similar calculation in L. sanguineus
indicates that an additional ~67 SNPs assigned to the
‘truly private’ category are actually shared with L. sanguineus. The total number of missed shared polymorphisms is therefore estimated to represent ~40% of the
‘truly private’ category.
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Missed shared polymorphisms
The above piece of theory is about heterozygosity gain/
loss, whereas data analysis was mainly conducted
based on SNP numbers. To connect theory with data,
we need to account for the probability of SNP detection,
which depends on sample size. In particular, a proportion of ‘truly private’ SNPs might actually correspond
to shared polymorphisms that were missed due to limited sampling of the parental species – especially L. lacteus_A (n = 5).
Consider a mutant allele at frequency f in parental population 2 (L. lacteus_A) and absent from parental population 1 (L. sanguineus). With probability f, this allele will
contribute a SNP in the hybrid (L. pseudolacteus), and
assuming panmixia, the probability that this allele is
undetected in the parental population based on a sample
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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